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DEVELOPING A ,TEACHER CENTER.

The teacher center is emerging as pne of the more intriguing ideas

in American education. Much of the interest in this concept resides In

the fact that it has not yet teen given clear definition. As a result,

teacher centers are variously defined, each definition varying according

to the political, economic,i)Social or educational concerns ofthe individual

speaker. Some educators see a teacher center as a basis for political

action aimed at giving teachers more power, autonomy and decision making

capabilities. Some define the teacher center as a "resource center".

to which teachers can come for materials, assistancei.wprikshop training,

and "professional" conversation. Some see teacher centers as district-

operated training institutes with elaborated organizations and training

.programs designed to bring about more effective implementation of

curriculum content and methodologies mandated by distriCt planning staff.

Others define a teacher center as a "place" to which teachers can escape r.

so as "to do their own thing," whether tilA may be reading, casual talk,

or orgarjization of ad hoc workshops for anyone who might drop in. Some

educato s see a teacher center as 'a means of implementing national or

Local pkflicy," and some see the center as a mechanism for developing both

individual teacher performance and a related sense of professionalism.

Whatever the basis for interest in the teacher center concept, and

whateVer the variations in functions of teacher center operations, there

is some agreement (at least among those who have entered into public
,

duscussion) about what a teacher center is. It is generally agreed

that ;a teacher center is both a place to which teachers can come for

conversation, work and assistance, and a series of activities carried on

in the individual schools.- As a "place" a teacher center provi5es a

physical setting for professional activities; it also functions as a

symbol for deVloping a sense of professional identity. Most writers

agree that teachers badly need an expanded, and partially non-classroom

image as a basis for a more elaborate and productive professional self .

definition.
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liost discussion of) the teach,c1r center conoepi has focpsed upon the
.

activities or programs which characterize a center. Some educators have

said that a teacher center has primarily a structure of activity, co flied

on in schools and inthe coMmunity, but not localized into a specific

place. Others have said that the activities of a center flew from a central
-

place. Whichever view is taken, the activities of the +,2acher center are

a critical dimension of. its definition and define its funcions.

k

PRIMARY FUNCTIONS

There seems, ii be general agreement that a teacher center has s4

primary functions:

.

I.. As -a Clearing_-Hodse for Dissemination of Information., Material

,Resources and Talent

In this function-the teacher center serves to put teaq)ers

within a local area in 'touch withone another, whether they come
.4

from the same :school er from different schools and'io make it

possible for theteachers to share good ideas, promising practiC'es;.

problems and materials. The center also brings informations talent.'

and material resources from without the local area and makes,

these available to teachers through theactivitiesand communication

network's :into which the center feeds. The clearhig house function

is the singfe.moSt important characteristic of-the teacher center

for it serves:

a) To disseminate new ideas and procedures;

b) To put teachers into cfojc communication with one another,

while-enhancing their individual sense of professional

orientation; and thereby,

,s-
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c)- To reduce'the sense of,anonymity,poweriessness and lone-

liness which characterizes so many teachers in'schooistodaY,

and,

d) To optimize/the' use of local talent by

l

maldniXit accessible
5

to teachers` others whom the center serves.Theciparing

house function presupposes development of a common lang6age

among those whom the center serves, since djsseminaiion

kof new ideas and procedures,is both'dependenfilpon and

contributory to the development of a common language. This

function,alsv"presupposes tie creation of an organ

,system of communication among those whom the center services.

A common language has no value unless-people have'access

to one another, and information can not be disseminated-,'

nor talent utilized if people are not "in touch."

^ 0..
.

As a Vehicle for Teachers to Come Together to WorkLalpratizLL
.

on Solutions of Common Problems
11

The teacher center makes 12/ potsibi,e for teachers toneet for

purposes of discussion or for purposes of methods reieW and/or
0

development. I provement.of cur iculumHand improvement of

educational prat ce is very,much dependent upon tedChers having,

access to oneanothers ideas.and b) the. assistance fof colLeagues
II'

,-,

In solvi6g\problems and creating new teaching matqials. The

teaaercenler is commonly defined as providing ani/organizationalA
impetus and a physical setting for these cooperalve efforts.

%

a)

. Xs A Vehicle for Teachers to Express PROFESSIONAJitcienfiity Through

Efforts Focused on Problems of Professional Praq ice as Opposed

to Problemsof_Lacher Welfare.
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in the past teacher. associations hpve principally focused upon

teacher salary raises and teacher benefit's and have done very

l'ttle to involve l'ocal teachers-ilirectly and consistently_lin

the dovehopment of'skills, concepts and orientations'relating

to d y to day practice. it seems obvious that professionalization

of tea ,ping will be prncipalPy based upon the development in
I

teacher of!attitudes,
%
commitments, language, concepts and self

017
1

definifiens'focused On teaching practice and.its.effect upon
% .

children and, through children, the
I.

community at large. This will
. \.

.

'.

require,shi6ing discusssion and eMphasjs of teacher groups from
. ,

teacher room gossip, on the one hand,and teacher weifare, on
, .

the otlier, to significant problems of practice. By helping teachers'

.{to make such a shift,'.the teacher center should contribute to
. .

the ,enhancement ofprofessional ide6tity. ,,

A, As A Veining Center for Both Pre-Service and In-ServiceTeachers-
,

In this training function; the teacher center will contribute,

to furthering the professional skills and competencies of teachers,

already' in 'Service._ -ay involvingpre-service teachers in the

activities ofthe center, in-service teachers can contribute

substantially to raising the quality of pre-service training.

5. As A vehicle for Teachers. and. Non,- Teachers (e.g. Businessmen,

Scientists, Skilled Craftsmen,' and Others. in the Community/ to

Came Together to Work ooperatively on the Development of

Educational Programs

Since the focus of teacher centers in on the,improvement of

teaching practice and curriculum and since the teacher center

Would inevitably organize workshops for these purpOses, it

,becomes a relatively easy Matter for participating teachers to
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seek the consultative and advisory assistance cyf the members of

the community. A teacher center provides a new organizational

dimension foi.- 'Such e- forts, thereby raisin() the possibility of

overcoming existing stereotypes aTdt4mages of school community

relations.

6. As aOlehicle for Coordination of Teacher Development Activities

with Parent Programs Designed to Facilitate Effective Learning

and Social-Emotional Development in Children

;An effective tea "her center will design end implement programs

which will bring teachers and parehts on to complementary .(if

not coliaborative) courses of action.

DESIGN PRiNG4PLES

^ a
ro

4

Some Ba is Realities P

The\ reation and development of teacher centers capable of effectively.

impleme4ing'the functions s-outlined above is'crifically dependent 'upon

the eXtent to Which the center design is responsive to a series of realities.
s

One of the more obvious'reaTies is fiscal. The costs of -financing public

education are rising every.month and the ability of foCal and state agencies .

to meet these rising,costs is decreasing. The result is that implementation

of newefforts must compete with existing priorities and must also be cost

effective, With fundings so critically limited,' it becomes ever more

portant to make'responsible decisions about the'use of money and it is

increasingly clear that way must be foutd \to make such decisions in terms

of per pupil benefit for each dollar expended. This means that whatever

the character of its program, a teacher center will only have fiscal rife

so long as ticoso programs are measurable in terms of behavior output and

reiatiOnto dollar inpUt.

La'



The second reality is organizational. Teacher centers will he created

and maintained to the extent to
0
vd.ich they require minimal .changes or

elaboration of'existing parts of school organization. it is well knOwn

that the social organization of a school is highly resistant to change, and._

when threatened,.mobilizes actively,to inhibit change efforts. Therefore,

teacher centers must,_ at least in their formative stages, operatewithin

existing organizational operations wherever possible. This does not mean

that its operations might.lead to changes in school organization. Such

changes will, howeVr, inevitably be the 'result .of teach r center''operations

and not the cause.

A i d, and perhaps the most important, reality, which will determine

the succeor 'failure,of leacher center, iSthe highly patterned sense

of non-involvement, isolation and overwork common among American teachers.
4

It has been discovei-ed again and.. again that teachers do riot willingly

participate in. staff development activities and they do not willingly

involve themselves' in,discussions unless such discusions are directly ,

focused-te n.4he'activities in their own individ-ual classrooms. For,a teacher

center to be. effective, it must design its programs in terms of this

reality and seek ways,ta localize the center's efforts into individual

schools and classrooms.

The final reality Is one of numbers. For the teacher center to be

effective, its programs must he capable. of delivering services and oppor-J.

tunities to large numbers of teachers. Most school districts have hundreds,

or thouSands, of teachers. Real changeS in educationwil-1 only come

about if programalic and organizational designs .can b,e created which will

Serve individual teachers, bmt will do so on mass scale. While it is- true .

that th7tre-re many interested, committed teachers actively seeking means

for self improvement, it is also true that these are only a small per-

centage of +he total. A teacher center design which leaves initiative

to the willingness of the individual teacher to travel even short distances,

AI(
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' and to give up personal time for purposes of professional enhancement will

reach only a small percentage of the teachers.serving AMeriCan 'children.

This means that although we must provide teachers with the option to

participate in the "free" -reacher centers' which are now emerging in some,

urbajor\areas, we must biso provide systematic opportunities for professional

development which are brought to, the local school and to the individual

teacher in his own classroom.

These and ofher.reali,ties suggest that an effective and viable teacher

. center capable of raising. the quality of education on a district -wide basis

Must be designed in terms of trle principles' listed below:

A. PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE DESIGN

4

(I) Cost Effectiveness

The impct of the activities of a teacher center must be measurable

in terms of pep unit cost. The center's programs must be designed

to focus on development of observable and measurable changes in

teacher competency so as to provide a basis for judging the effective-

9,0s of per dollar expenditure for results achieved. Cost effect-

iveness also requires minimizing the expenditure for administrative

' superstructure, space and equipment. Where money is spent on supplies

and equipment, it must be earmarked for programs capiable of yielding-

a high eturn measured in terms of changes in teaching behavior and

pupil learning. The demands of cost, effectiveness obviate many

traditional means of in-service training, e.g. guest speakers,

discussion workshops, travel. etc. New mechanisms must be found

which focus specifically-land directly upon the development of measurable

competencies.
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(2) Optimal Use of Existing Facilities and -iaterials

C.

To be cost effective teacher center programs mush make optimal use of-
- . .

existing facilities. This means extiendedliey use of space, buildings,

equipment, etc. Cost effectiveness also' requires making optimatl use;,

4 of ex 'Isting materials whether these materials be commercially produced

items which have. been purchased from distrjct funds,.or-aethgr-,they.

may be teacher produced 'materials which are capable of raising she

level of professional competence throughout :the district should they-.

be made available for general use. Maki.ng tdiacher made materials

available for general use may well:release money otherwise needed

for commercial purchase.

(3) ,Optimal Use of Existing Talent

One of.the largest budget items in.any
1

school district i,s the salary

). budget.. Cost effectiveness requires-that 'people already on salary -.

should be used effectively wh ever possible so as to reduce the,'need

to hire outgide consultants. 'Khis principle suggests that teachers
. .,

k t

shotild be used to'traihone another to implement better prtices

which they have cr1 eated. .
It also suggests that teachens-can be,

/

trained in new procedures and'practicesand will help oisseminate

these amongst-themselves. The principle of.Aising eisting to

has foundatficn in principles of-human behavior and or'ganizationel

development as well, a$ in the necessity, for cost effectivenes4.' It

is well known that teacher listen to each other more readily thaii

they listen,to outsiders who "do not under'stand the local situation'or'_"

the teacher's own problems:". It is also well known that teachers

have few mean for profesSional recognition. By using'teachers to

train each other,ra teacher center can not only disseminate good

p'ractices and stimulate diScussion of CommOn problems' it can provide

a mechaniSM for recognition f)refessional achieveMent and confr'ibution.

r
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(4) Nnimal Organi_zaticnaf-hter:vention
-

r

.1
The success and. longevity of.a teacher center, indeed of any new'.

program, isrvery.mucb a.guestion of the extent tb,which it requires

creation of new staff positions -and intervenes in existing channels

of communiL'afi.on.., authority.and decisi*Lmak.ing. At least'in its

pha,ses,\theachar"Center should tfelesianed in such a.,
v

4 way as to utiliZe existing channels of.communitationand existing
5

roleS. The center s'NoUld facilitate orbanizat,ional development
.1 'I, .

as a result of successful'. programs notTeguire organizational.

change.8s a condition of exisfence\. Proper attention to thjs

.principle will- result in planning wWch lecher center from,

"the grass-roots" teacher actiVitieS in-their own classroomb-and
J .

cooperative effortsi.s'OTganizational\development would, in large

measure, besa tespOnse to demonstrated need.-

\1

(5) FacLlitafe Commat-2ication Among Exrting

Programs /-

Staff and Across Ex-it-pg

I .

J

. The teacher center muset organizationally, as weal as programmatically,

be structured so as to contribute to tbeenhancement of communication-
o

and the'synthesizing of existing efforts.\

(6) Teacher Control

.

Administration, Program design and biAget management should be placed

in the hands of the.teachers.themselves to h greatest possible

extent. Teachers must be helped to accept the responsibility for

their own profes'sipnal Aevelopment and to acceAt the consequences

of tftirown decisions. Administration of a to cher center can be

hanaled*,by',an executivacommi.ttee of teaChers wh are made responsible

to art atsiti-ant,super intendant, just as of as.by a director

1

a
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a.

t
,

.

who.is.paid.a high salary. Placing management responsibilit,,ies upon

tfle teachers has s;,;-,Ipolic value for self2afinitionof teachers as

well as poilti:;a1 value in the education community.. <lt'seqms likely

that-the ',,kudget'requirements for an effective teacher center would

be Lower if teacherS are made reSponsible for investing :heir Own.
1

effortsointo the center. The teacher center ohl\ch is dependent. upon

teachers, who are always paid to participe, is costly and possibly

incapablei;of producing substantial reSUlts. \`
/6

(7) Programmatic Activities of the Teacher Center'should be Physically

Located in the Indi.idual Classrooms and at the Local Schools to

the Greatest Possible Extent
'

The reasons for so placing activities have,to do wrththe.

characteristics of teachers; problems of.ocganizatiOnal interver4ion,

and psychodynamics of behavior ohs:mg°. 'Thls principit'suggests that

a) wOrkshops must be mobile, b) materials ;M-wst be transportable,

c) p!rogram-a tivities musTh'be clinical fin the sense of foc&sing on

real behavio in individual classnoomsY and \d: organizatiOn of the

.teacher.cente,- as a social structure must Include participant roles,:

leadership roles within the individual School,;\and leadership roles
\

\
among schools. The priTciple egge,sts ultimate'creation of\a

\,
. _

representational system of decisionm.., ing- and ma agement.

(8) Use of Teachers to Train Teachers to the Greatest Possible Extent

(

.

/9. ice. Provision of Status, Morvet

v

ary or Other. Rewards

11

In the,Past teachers havebecen told that They must contriblite

extra 'services, spendytime on self development' and par'Ci.cip6te

in a varietyof meetings because such activities .are part of .

. ,

"being professiOnal.. b turre4ly teadidrs areaffiliating"witp

organizations for the purpoSe o negotiating salaryjcompensation

.1
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, ,Jar. in.:pOn=classroom activities. It -is clea th Y a teacher

'cerpfer can ,e5nly, be effective if iis programs and activities

are'tied into,a'reward system in the school district. which It

seriieS, Teachers, who assume instructional or administrative

resOnibiTities will require COMpenSation and/or status

. .rocognlition 'and/or released time. Teachers who partiCi'pate

in".Center pebgrams as learners will require salary credit or

bther'formso:frei;,er\d. .It is unrealistic-to assume that a...

center.,cah Substantially effect the behaviors Of-

cassroom teachers unless the 'center is associated with an

effectIve -. neward system.

:

Central i zed . Resource. Repositories

.Workshop 'activities must be

of tine -and geography.

\ it

readily accessible both in terms
,

( The School District Must Utilize Exi\sting or Create New,

Assessment-Capabilities for DeterMination-of Cost Effectiveness

This means that'the teacher center prograMs andactivities must

be deigned in terms Of\cost-effectiVenesS, s;g0Orted by''e

proper accounting system\and accessible to auditkand evaluation.

1

School Level Organizations

, .

Teachers who particrOte.in center activities should be organized

into working'groups at the scho6l buildrng level. Otherwise

there will be Little mutual support for indiv-i-d4al efforts to

improve. teachers who are discovering' new-ide6s, a-ild-eperimenting

with new procedures r;equi-i-e personal and pi ofessional support's,
-

from: interested. cOrleaUes, 'Where SUCI..su port is lacking,
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th.; impetus for the-teacher to change frequently dissipates.

Organizationally, this means that the center's activities and

programS must always be designed to focus upon groups of teachers

at.building level. The center should not only encourage one

teache\ from a school to participate:

(/3 Quality ContriO1

The. teacher center must structually organize so as to provide
1

for a review of programs and activities 15,/ the teachers whom

the center serves. An effective center must be responsive to

the needs of the teachers but must be responsive to the teachers

in a qualitative way. ThId principle suggests creation of a

review,panel of teacher-leaders who are responsible for the

regular review and eval.uation of center programs and activities.

Where teachers are also responsbile for administration and budget

control and/or operation of the teacher center activities, the' 0

review panel is an effective means for determining budgetary

pricrities. It also insures continuous feedback on the'quality

and el-forts both of active organizer's and of active participants.

Timing

Teacher center activities must be regular on-going, and routinized

into the affairs of local schools and -of the district. The

teacher center wiI1,.only be an effectiVile means for faCilitating

improvement-of=teaching and advancement of educational progress

if the activities. and programs of the center are a regular part

of leaching life.

e,
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B. PRINCIPLES OF PROGRAM DESIGN

(I) Competency Based
ry

The teacher center program must focus upon development of operationally

defined teacher competencies (behaviors). Otherwise, the center's

program cannot be measured in terms of cost effectiveness.

(2) Relevance
Olt

?

Since the purpose of creating a, teacher center is the support and

enhancement of. teacher efforts to more effectively facilitate pupil

learning, the primary relevance of center prOgrams must be judged

in terms of theoretical and empirical principles of learning. Where

the center's.programs focus upon experimentation or dcvelopment.of

new methods and.procedures, these efforts must be designed to contribute

to understandings of learning processes and must do so in such a

way as to make it passible to disseminate these understandings widely

to all'teachers serviced by the center. All other criteria for

judging the relevance of teacher center programs should be_secondary.

Where the materials or underspndingS are not capable of wide'

dissemination and are not clearly tied to valid principles of

learning, such efforts should be carefully:reviewed bya quality .

control panel.

(3) Self-Assessment

Whatever,their nature and whatever their purpose, teacher center

programs must provide systematic and objective means for continuing

self - assessment by participating teachers. Unless the teachers have

a means to analyze and measure the results of their own effortS to

improve, they can not gain the degree of self-control which.charac-

terizes a professional, nor can they gain the degree of self-control

that makes it possible for the teacher to achieve psycholog.i'cal as

well as Organizational. security. By designing center programs so

0 1
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that they make possible :-,stematic self-assessment, one is able to

provide teacher participants with the mechanisms for making their

"own individual classrooms into clinics for self-improvement.

(4) The Classroom Clinic

By localizing the,teache center activities into the school and into

the classroom, and by prdviding teachers with a systematic means for

continuinaself-assessment, -the center makes it/possible for teacher

participants to view their own classrooms as clinics for use in

experimentation by each teacher within his own'classroom. A :feather .

who approaches his classroom with this orientation has a means for

monitoring his own be,havior, has opportunitieS. Ai mechanisms for-

experimentation (and for analysis of results of experimentation),

and has a bui,p-in means for reinforcing and supporting his needs

for relevance and motivation. The two principled of self-assessment
1

and the classroom clinic encourage design-of a self-development

program capable of activating those psychodynamic processes whi.ch

lead to lasting changes in teaching behavior.

(5) Implementation aria Assessment of New Practices

An effective teacher center will fotus\itS efforts on implementation

and assessment of new curricula, new teaching'procedures and new

materials, by individual teachers and groups of collaborating teachers:]

Such new approaches may be designed through_ teacher center activity /

,

or may have been imported from without the district.
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(6) Program Development and Experimentation

A primary focus of teacher center proarams. must be upon.the develop-

ment of new teaching procedures, new materials and new curricula

through the individual efforts and participation of cooperative

planning.

(7) Communication Across Subject and Grade Levels

Teacher_center prop ams must be designed so as to facilitate communi-

cation of joint planning across subject and grade levelsthereby

leading to increased articulation of teaching procedures and curricula.

Efforts to articulate procedures and curricula will benefit the

children and will also contribute to the professionalization and further

training_of the teachers themselves.

(8) Training.

Activities and programs must provide continuous training in.the

concepts and methodologies'of social science, physical science and

humanities, so as to make it possible for continuous upgrading of

teacher knowledge. HOWEVER, such training must be geared to the

improvement of curricula and be consistent:21th- the principles

of teachers-teaching-teachers. When, for example, teachers from a

disfrict attend a National Science Foundation workshop, the teacher

center should make it possible for the dissemination of the learnings

from that workshop throughout the district,

(9) Articulation of Classroom and Home 'Theaching

Teacher center programs must be designed so :as to facilitate articula-

tion an&tomplementarity of the content and procedures of teaching in

school with those, children learning at.home or in the community. A
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,..,erious.attention to this design principle wil! result in the

creation ofa program for parent use and which ca. function either

independently or in close cooperatio4, with the center developmeL+

programs for teachers. This design principle is important because

it encourages, efforts to make the learning enyironment for the

individual child continuous between home and school. Such continuity

is not de endent uporpspecial curriculum and teaching materials designiid

for home use, but rather it is dependent upon the continu,ty of

'emotional and of inter-personal environment created as a result of

teacher and parent actions towards the child. r.lt is also dependent

. upon teache s and parents utilizing their natural surroundings as

a rich basis for facilitating language and conceptual learning

in their children.

_( 10) CommunitrResourees

Program planning and development activitieS of the teacher center

must exploit and make creative use ofall resources available within

the community, always focusing upon improvement of instruction and

learning,

(1j) )Resource Center
0

An effective teacher center will create and make regular use of a

resource center which includes both. commercial and teacher-made

materials. Primary emphasis should be upon, identification of promising

practices of the teachers In the area and upon creation of workshop

packages which are capable of disseminating those practices across

the distridt. Such a focus places a premium on teacher development

and, experimentation with new procedures and practices and also-serves

to enhance the professional achieVements of local teachers. A

esource:center should. also maintain an on-going data record
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(audio-tapes, video tdp4s., written observations, etc.) of both good

. and bad programs, procedures and practices. Such records can be'

used by teachers themselves as a basis tor future planning and *for

review of'past 'efforts. AS teachers become more professional they

will have a greater need fora lecal mad, data records which will

allow them to make souhd and informed judgments based upon past

experience.

(12) Growth Patterns

To be effective as a means of enhancing purpose and professiona

identity, the teacher center must, from, the outset, create and

- act upon an image of teacher management, teacher decision making

and participation. This means thdt the center must initially be

esIgned as a "grass roots" operation. In such a .design, -initial .

participants become leaders and instructors for those to

Growth is a matter of the actions of teachers uponrother -teachers.

A wise administrator would begin on a small scale with a program

deliberately'designed to create lead teachers capableof training A

colleagues at the local school levet. Administrative superstructure,

elaborate space needs and all of the panoply of organizational,

elaboration must be a natral development flowing from the success-

ful activities of
1

the lealeas: teachers working in thit district.

OVER-ARCHING DESIGN PRINCIPLE

While all of the foregoing design principles'are important as foundations

for'creating a teacher center, they must be subsumed under, and interpreted

in terms of, a general principle of'professional responsibi 'Whatever
. ,

a teacher center does,.however' it is organized, and wha er it ,program

content, the teacher_center must give primary, intensive and continuing

attention -11-o.helping teachers become fundamentally responsible for their

B
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own development. Professionalization of teachiniwill only occur as a

consequence of teachers in large numbers accepting the:responsibility -for

continuing self-assessment, for continuing "self-development an0'.for

tinuing,experiMentetion. The primary purpose of the teacher tenter should.

be t6 Make this ROssible.

6


